A simple rectangle that elegantly combines the stark, bright glass surface with the warmth of the leather-bound frame. Designed for the bedroom, it adapts to any room in the home.

**TECHNICAL FEATURES**

**Supporting frame.** Made up of a panel in multilayer poplar with frame in solid beech. The panel is finished on the back with black Poltrona Frau jacquard cloth. The sides of the mirror are in birch plywood. Upper and lower crosspieces in solid beech wood.

**Mirror structure.** In 5 mm thick silvered glass. With anti-shatter safety film to limit micro-shards in the event of breakage.

**Positioning on vertical wall.** Requires a fixing plate in non-scratch black painted steel and plastic spacers to protect the wall.

**Positioning leant against a wall.** Requires sloping plates in non-scratch black painted steel. Steel feet with brass finish and clear, matte surface protection. The feet have plastic caps to protect the floor.

**Upholstery.** In:
- Saddle leather
- Saddle Extra leather

**Stitching.**
- Tone-on-tone stitching
- Contrasting stitching